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BARBARESCO
To the north-east of Alba are the hills around the village of Barbaresco, an area of calcareous soils that produce some of the 
finest dry red wines in the world. It wasn’t always like this however - until the 1850s the Nebbiolo of the region was used 
to make sweet reds and it took a Frenchman to introduce them to the techniques required to ferment a wine to dryness.
After this revolution in practice, it took another 130 years before a revolution in quality began that continues to this day. 
The majority of the top vineyard sites are in the stretch of land between Barbaresco, Tre Stelle and Nieve and many of 
the top producers own vines in a number of crus.

The region is not only blessed with a number of producers 
that are extremely talented, but also a co-operative that has 
consistently produced wines of excellent quality. Innovation and 
commitment to quality has enabled Barbaresco to rival its great 
neighbour Barolo in some vintages thanks to the ability of 
traditional producers like Produttori del Bar-
baresco (the co-operative), Marchesi di Gresy or 
Bruno Giacosa and the modernists like Angelo 
Gaja and La Spinetta. Their luxury cuvées and 
slick marketing have enhanced the image of Bar-
baresco and the Piedmont region in general.
As with its more illustrious neighbour, the battle 
between the new (with their barriques) and the 
old (with their large oak casks) means a variety 
of styles. Angelo Gaja has even planted some 
Cabernet Sauvignon in the region - his ageing 
father  said “Darmagi” when he saw it (“What 
a pity”) and that became the name of the wine!

The vineyard area in Barbaresco (680ha) is about 
half the size of Barolo and the lower altitude 
lends itself to earlier ripening and softer wines 
that are approachable earlier in their life.
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BAROLO
While the top producers of Barbaresco can often produce stunning wines from Nebbiolo, it is in Barolo that the most 
exquisite examples are to be found. This beautifully hilly landscape is carved into three distinct ranges by two tributaries of 
the Tanaro River and serviced by a collection of some of the most picturesque villages in the wine world.
A large number of ‘Crus’ are scattered around the environs of these villages and in a similar situation to the vineyards of 
Burgundian villages, each one is divided amongst a number of owners - the vast majority of which can point to long and 
illustrious histories of making wine in the area.

There is a total of 1700ha of vines in the Barolo zone, 
some of which rise up to 1200ft and are dominated by 
two distinct soil types. The vineyards to the west, in and 
around the village of La Morra, are planted on calcareous 
marls that produce open and fragrant wines. In the eastern 
part of the zone around the villages of Castiglione Falletto 
and Serralunga d’Alba, the soil turns into less fertile sand-
stone and the resulting wines are tense, dense and reward 
time the cellar.

Barolo, like all of the finest wine regions, is a melting pot 
of winemakers with different styles and approaches. The 
difference between modern and traditional is far more acute 
here than in many other regions, with the battle between 
Slovenian casks and French barriques refusing to go away.
The traditional approach was to produce muscular wines 
of incredible density that would spend many years in casks 
before continuing their development for decades in bot-
tle. Producers like Giacomo Conterno are still producing 
unashamedly traditional Barolos that have gained cult status 
over the years, while modernists such as Angelo Gaja and 
Ceretto are making wines that are supple and forward 
enough to enjoy in their relative youth.
The battle for the hearts, minds and wallets of Barolo 
drinkers carries on!
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BRUNO GIACOSA

If you can divide producers of Barolo and Barbaresco into the tra-
ditionalists and modernisers, then Bruno Giacosa falls firmly into the 
former category. These are wines of the old-school – new oak is not 
wanted here – and they are none the worse for that. In fact, Giacosa 
is one of the region’s best winemakers, making exceptional, long-lived 
Barolos and Barbarescos which are powerful and elegant at the same 
time – just what Nebbiolo is supposed to be.
Robert Parker insists that there is only one winemaker in the world 
that he buys wine from every year without even trying it and that is 
Bruno Giacosa.

LA SPINETTA

The Rivetti family have been making wine since Giuseppe Rivetti returned 
from Argentina with a dream (his parents were Italian) to make  top quality 
wine in Piedmont.
He began by producing Barbera and Nebbiolo that was sold off in bulk, be-
fore moving the family to ‘La Spinetta’ in Asti. The name means ‘on top of 
the hill’ and the estate began to produce Moscato d’Asti of the very highest 
order. In the late 80s the Rivetti brothers produced a revolutionary wine in 
memory of their father (called Pin, which was Giuseppe’s nickname). The 
blend of Barbera and Nebbiolo aged in French oak established their reputation 
as modernists and innovators.
It wasn’t long before they began to add choice parcels of Barbaresco to their 
portfolio, concentrating on low yields of the best fruit, aged in French bar-
riques. Tonight we will taste the 1998 Starderi, a parcel of land that was 
purchased in 1996.

ANGELO GAJA

The legendary winemaker Angelo Gaja makes the unofficial first 
growths of northern Italy - his single vineyard Barbarescos Costa 
Russi, Sorì San Lorenzo and Sorì Tildin.
Or rather, he used to - they are no longer called Barbaresco because 
he shocked everyone when he declassified them to Langhe DOC in 
order to blend in a bit of Barbera (forbidden for Barbaresco wines). 
The family have been making wine in Piedmont since 1859 with An-
gelo taking over in 1961 and today the quality remains as high as ever. 
Massively tannic in their youth, these take years to come round, but 
have a fine structure and elegance that elevates them to the level of 
the finest wines in the world.
Tonight we will taste the 1998 Costa Russi, a cru located to the south 
of Barbaresco village.
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DOMENICO CLERICO

Described by Parker as a “wild and crazy guy”, Clerico was a salesman when he returned 
to take ownership of his family domaine in Barolo back in 1977. He is completely self-taught 
as a winemaker, with a little help from his friends (such as Elio Altare) and a commit-
ment to combine the best of modern and traditional Barolo. He has added some stunning 
vineyard sites to his holdings over the last 30 years, including parcels in Pajana, Ginestra 
and Mosconi.
Clerico’s intention has always been to combine the longevity and ageing prowess of the 
greatest traditional Barolos with a supple approachability that means that can be enjoyed 
early in their life. 

CERETTO

The Ceretto family have been making wine in Piedmont since Roberto established the estate 
after the second world war. His sons Bruno and Marcello took over in the 1960s and over 
the following 50 years have gained a reputation as one of Italy finest producers of red wine.
Their fame rests on the wines made at their two most famous wineries - Bricco Rocche in 
Barolo and Bricco Asili in Barbaresco. From these sites they make a number of single vineyard 
wines (4 Barolo and 2 Barbaresco) that are produced in a style that could be described as 
‘enlightened traditionalism’. 

ROBERTO VOERZIO

Roberto Voerzio is fanatical about the quality of his wines and has quickly established a 
reputation for producing some of the very best (modern styled) Barolos as well as his 
Barbera ‘Vigneto Pozzo dell Annunziata’, considered by many to be the top example of 
the variety.
His six Barolos come from five crus - Cerequio, Brunate, Torroglione, Sarmassa di 
Barolo and La Serra (the wine we will taste tonight). The oldest vines in Brunate are 
also used to bottle a separate cuvée called Capalot which only appears in top vintages and 
is bottled exclusively in magnum.

GIACOMO CONTERNO

Barolo doesn’t come more traditional that the wines of Giacomo Conterno. This 
beacon of the old-school make no apologies for wines that refuse to show their 
true quality and complexity until they have spent many years maturing. They 
are aged, sometimes for a decade, in large Slovenian oak casks before bottling.
The estate is based in Serralunga d’Alba and all of the fruit for their two wines 
comes from the Cascina Francia vineyard. In the best years a selection of the 
most venerable fruit is made into their top wine ‘Monfortino’ and in the worst 
years (‘91 & ‘92 are the most recent examples) they will bottle no wine what-
soever.
Today it is Roberto Conterno that is in charge here, Giacomo’s grandson who 
took over from his father Giovanni in 2003.


